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Buy the best from Overstock.com and get free shipping on select home goods and apparel with no sales tax only at Overstock.com. View All Â· This product is not sold individually. You must select at least 1 quantity for this product. Â Â· Customer Reviews High quality product. The sample I got was perfect so I
ordered the full size.(December 27, 2016) I have this and Love it. Replaced my old DVDR's which was terrible quality.(December 14, 2016) I was using lower quality AVC and this is a fantastic upgrade! I swapped the drive and burnt, and the difference is amazing. It's now the default for all my media.(January 25,
2017) I purchased this for my brother-in-law and he LOVES IT. Its a great quality, versatile dvd/burner. It works great, and is very easy to use.(February 27, 2017) I got this as a gift and was so excited to use it to burn some custom DVDs. I was pleasantly surprised to find that it works perfectly for this purpose. A good
quality product at a reasonable price.(May 25, 2017) I got a program to transfer all my photos from my old iPhone to the computer, and I thought this was what I needed to get rid of the thousands of photos on my old phone (which was simply taking up valuable memory). Turns out this product was a little worse than
I expected, the PC I was transferring the pictures to would not recognize the pictures that were transferred, so it basically made my phone completely useless. I would have at least expected to have a video converter, since this is a DVD recorder... I contacted customer service, and they immediately refunded my
money. Its a good product for the money, but if you are not sure you want a DVD recorder, just get a regular digital photo transfomer.(June 29, 2017) Product Specifications Enjoy your disc movies and games with the Verbatim UnRATED 5-Disc DVD Player DVD Burner. It includes 4-disc DVD burner, a receiver and
DVD changer. It also includes a simple to use remote control with built-in batteries. This top-of-the-line DVD player includes audio pass through, S-video output, along with a tuner. Finally, the Verbatim DVD Player offers unlimited music playback with a
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